At School of EEE, today after inaugural function of 1st year, we have taken all the first year students and their parents to the individual class rooms. Myself, Dr. B.P Divakar, Prof. Narayana Swamy and other senior faculties addressed the students and parents. We have explained about the total curriculum of the School of EEE to the parents and stressed upon the syllabus formation, industry interaction, tutorials, industrial visits, invited talks from experts from research organization, industries & electricity distribution companies. We have also stressed upon maintaining the discipline for which cooperation from all the parents in shaping their wards. Few of the parents have discussed about the syllabus and other curriculum.

All the parents have expressed their satisfaction for admitting their wards at REVA University and all the parents have shared their phone numbers and e-mail address with us for future interaction. We have also shared our telephone numbers with all the parents for future interaction. The interaction was quite good and all parents were happy to discuss with us.

After our interaction, we have requested our old RU MTech students (2014-16 batch) to interact with parents and students separately (without our faculties). Later on, students have come and told us that all the parents were happy in interacting with them also expressed their satisfaction the way the orientation programme was conducted and also interaction by faculty with parents.
This is for your kind information.